2019 CEDAR HILL OPEN SUCCESS

Heartfelt thanks go out to all the many hands that made the 2019 Cedar Hill Open such a resounding success.

From Craig Rencher and his tireless staff and Ian Smith and his miracle greens keeping crews to Geoff Parker and his fantastic crew in the food service area, we are proud of their efforts in making visitors and members alike feel special for this special event.

The Cedar Hill Open could not be successful without the army of volunteers. Liz Munn tirelessly organized her army of volunteers as spotters, Card collectors, hole in one and KP observers. A big thank you to Miles McLean for your tireless efforts through both days in helping and coordinating the movement of field volunteers. The Starters, Nancy Griffin, Linda King, Val Mieras, and Janet Labh, Suzanne Owens and Heather MacLeod-Clark, all made the tee times seem special. In the Scoring room, Alison Sweeten and her scoring team were tireless in their pursuit of timeliness and accuracy. Rose Lambert and Anne Hartland put on a super effort to make the outdoor display of scores timely, clear and accurate. Moyra Graham put in a huge amount of time with the reception and organization of entries and their request for times and playing partners. Leagh Lawrence and Suzanne Owens were very well organized and very patient with the registrants during the drawn-out registration process on day one. A big thank you goes to those people who turned out to help put the players’ packages together Thursday evening. Thank you to Doreen Hall and her 50/50 crew. Where would we be without the help of those tireless ladies collecting the cards?

Tej Labh and Gary Doherty put their skills together to assemble a fantastic array of prizes for the competitors. Morris Dean and his grunt crew managed to assemble various sponsor material and signs and distribute them to various strategic positions around the course. Thank you, President Jeff Monty, for your help throughout the tourney and as Master of Ceremony. Thank you, Val Mieras, as usual for your help and coordination skills throughout and at the prize table.

Not to be forgotten are the BCGA Officials there to guide all players through the new rules and to keep the flow of play sensible. Thank you, Trever Brown, and your crew.

Last but certainly not least, thank you Paul Mooney for the great organizational skills in your chair as the Cedar Hill Open Coordinator, your patience in accommodating many players’ needs for times and playing partners in the draws and as a major part in the prize organization and presentation.

Harold Wickstrom
Men’s Captain
Cedar Hill Golf Club